give different values.
1 Experience has shown that this makes it workable for many types of computation where common procedures are unsuitable. One example is computation of π by sampling techniques such as a Monte-Carlo integral. Another example is where π is a noisy measurement of some physical property.
The BMCMC procedure can be run in either of two closely related modes:
optimisation or sampling. In optimisation mode, it searches for parameter values that best explain the data under analysis, by maximizing log likelihood, perhaps modified by a Bayesian prior. (We confine attention here to the widely used logL, but this mode can also be used for Bayesian model fitting.) In sampling mode, BMCMC repeatedly samples from π (proportional to logL or to a Bayesian posterior density).
This allows calculation of all necessary statistics, including confidence limits for the optimal parameters and for the observations predicted from those parameters.
The following description of BMCMC is somewhat simplified. The source code should be consulted for details; footnotes give references into the code. The algorithm is embodied in two main python modules, mcmc.py and mcmc_helper.py.
They are in release gmisclib-0.65.5 which, along with all other code described here, can be downloaded from http://sourceforge.net/projects/speechresearch or under http://phon.ox.ac.uk.
Braun, Kochanski, Grabe, and Rosner (2006) and Alvey, Orphanidou, Coleman, McIntyre, Golding, and Kochanski (2008) used earlier versions of this code (albeit with minimal description). In other work, we have successfully tested BMCMC on moderately high-dimensional problems. We also have shown convergence to expected solutions and reasonable error bars for 200-dimensional problems.
Application of BMCMC requires a user-supplied software module that produces the log of a value proportional to π. In optimisation mode, for example, π( p )would be the probability with which a model with parameters p would generate the observed data. The problem-specific module takes a vector of tentative parameters p from the BMCMC process. The module first may modify p to account for symmetries or constraints on the distribution. 2 Then it computes the log likelihood logL for the resulting parameters, 3 finally returning logL to the BMCMC algorithm.
Optimisation Mode
The central operation of the BMCMC algorithm increments the current parameter vector p by a quasi-random step vector d . The difference
D=logL( p + d )-logL( p ) is computed. If logL improves (D>0), the new location is
accepted. If D is substantially negative, or logL( p + d ) cannot be computed, the step is rejected, leaving the procedure at its prior location. For small decreases, the new location is randomly accepted or rejected. Then the process iterates from its current location. As the algorithm progresses, logL generally increases, and an optimal solution for the parameters finally emerges.
Step determination. Bootstrap Markov chain Monte Carlo uses two schemes for generating d . After an initial start-up period, an adaptive bootstrap resampling procedure is used to generate 90 per cent of the steps. 4 Otherwise, the step comes from a pre-specified multivariate Gaussian density (with adaptive, diagonal scaling).
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The bootstrap procedure randomly chooses two vectors from an archive of previously accepted parameter vectors. The difference between them becomes the current step. In principle, bootstrapping violates the Markov assumption that each step is independent of its predecessors, because the archive contains the history of the algorithm's computations. However, as the archive lengthens, the density of samples from it asymptotically approaches π and becomes stationary. Therefore, when the archive holds a sufficiently large number of samples widely distributed across π, the Markov assumption will be satisfied to any required accuracy. We later show that the archive size becomes asymptotically infinite, making the system approach a Markov chain.
The bootstrapping scheme works well when the density of logL is close to a multivariate Gaussian, even a highly elongated one. This is because a large enough archive makes the step probability density approach the convolution
be. It will have the same shape and orientation as ( ) p π but twice the variance. As a result, the long axes of the distribution will be accurately aligned with those of π. In principle, adjusting f λ also violates the Markov assumption, because the scaling depends on recent history. The period t λ , however, increases during optimisation. Eventually, t λ becomes longer than the time required for BMCMC to explore all of π. The dependence of λ on history then becomes unimportant, and the algorithm asymptotically produces a Markov chain. We insure that this happens by making the required significance level for deciding when to change f λ an increasingly stringent function of the number of iterations since the most recent reset. 7 Resets are described below.
The pre-specified step generator draws from a multivariate Gaussian density V* for the first few steps. Then a scaled version of V* is used to generate 10 per cent of the later steps. The scale factor similarly depends on the fraction of recently accepted steps and is proportional to the square root of the parameter-by-parameter standard deviation of the archive. 8 Again, as t λ and the archive lengthen, this step generator also asymptotically behaves as a Markov chain.
The two methods of step selection compensate for each other's deficiencies.
Alone, the pre-specified step distribution can cause slow convergence and slow exploration of ( ) p π if the shape or orientation of V* does not match that of π.
Nevertheless, this method will eventually explore all of ( ) p π .
The bootstrap method needs the pre-specified distribution procedure to initialise the archive. Furthermore, bootstrapping is limited to linear combinations of archive points. Hence, if all archived vectors fell in a low dimensional subspace ϖ of ( ) p π , bootstrapping would remain there. Mixing the two methods of step selection avoids that trap, because picking from the pre-specified distribution will soon engineer an escape from ϖ .
Operation. Optimisation mode is broadly similar to simulated annealing (Press, Teukolsky, Vettering, & Flannery, 2002, pp. 448-458) , including a system temperature. 9 Early on, large decreases in π are allowed, corresponding to a high system temperature. The default annealing schedule decreases the temperature whenever a step is accepted, eventually approaching a specified target temperature. For any π with an upper bound, the tolerance of 0.5T for logL guarantees that there will be only a finite number of resets. Consequently, there will be a final reset, after which both the archive size and the tracking period t λ will approach infinity. This is necessary for BMCMC to become asymptotically Markovian.
Optimisation termination. The BMCMC optimisation mode terminates when two conditions are met. samples, and the angles between pairs of successive difference vectors are found. If p systematically drifts, the difference vectors will point in a common direction.
Otherwise, reversals in direction will occur, and the angles will frequently exceed π/2 radians. The algorithm counts the number of such reversals since the last reset. 14 The termination condition of no systematic drift is met when the count reaches a suitable threshold.
The second termination condition requires an estimate of the number of steps needed to explore all of π. The algorithm uses a bent multivariate Gaussian model to make this estimate. The density of logL is represented as approximately multivariate
Gaussian, but the longest axis of the probability ellipsoid is assumed to be slightly curved. This curvature limits the length of steps along the bent direction. Since steps are straight, long steps would fall off the likelihood ridge, yielding small values of logL that typically would be rejected. These small steps then form a random walk along the longest axis.
The curvature in the model is related to the factor λ that scales the bootstrap step size. It should take on the order of 
Sampling Mode
After optimisation finishes, the BMCMC procedure can be run in sampling mode, producing various confidence intervals. 17 The algorithm randomly samples a probability density ( ) p π , proportional to log ( ) L p , in the vicinity of the solution.
The system temperature is held at unity, and steps are accepted in accordance with the Metropolis algorithm. Each sample of p is archived.
Sampling mode sometimes finds a new maximum of logL. If so, the previously described reset procedures apply, except that now the oldest archived samples are dropped and the temperature remains fixed at unity. In sampling mode, the archive becomes very long after the final reset. If it needs shortening, e.g., to limit computer memory consumption, the oldest samples would be dropped. Given We now illustrate the use of BMCMC for multidimensional nonlinear optimisations, including computation of error bars. The Law of Categorical Judgment (Torgerson, 1958; McNicol, 1972 ) is a general model for any rating experiment. On each trial t, one stimulus S h is randomly selected for presentation from a pool of N stimuli. The subject responds with one of M+1 possible ordered responses R i .
According to the law, each stimulus projects an independent random Gaussian 
The Law of Categorical Judgment (Corrected)
The long-accepted general equation for the Law of Categorical Judgment (Torgerson, 1958; McNicol, 1972 ) is fatally flawed (Rosner & Kochanski, 2009 
assumes that criteria are independent Gaussian variables.
Nevertheless, it still may apply when response dependencies undercut the assumption. Criterion-setting theory (Treisman & Williams, 1984) explains how such dependencies arise in detection and discrimination. Treisman (1985) extended the theory to absolute judgments, a form of rating. Simulations showed that the resulting criterion densities were indistinguishable from Gaussians. In effect, response dependencies would drive the product term in Equation 1 towards unity. The product term, however, would not necessarily reach unity. When Treisman and Faulkner (1985) analysed rating data with criterion-setting theory, they found evidence that criteria interchanged positions. Equation 1 therefore could apply to rating data when response dependencies occurred. 
This is equivalent to the standard form for the SDT rating model: Badly formulated constraints also can artificially limit the size of the confidence intervals obtained in sampling mode. Nonetheless, adding smooth constraints is often much more efficient computationally than a hard-wall constraint (e.g. setting logL( p )=-∞ outside the allowed region for logL( p )). 
Goodness of fit. In line with Schunn and
R | S ) log [ (R | S ) / (R | S )] h h h h i P i P i p i = = = ∑∑ .
Tests of The BMCMC Procedure
We used BMCMC to fit the FSDT, SDT, and CSDT models (Equations 1, 3, and 4, respectively) to pseudo data matrices generated from known parameter values.
The parameters are the means and standard deviations of the densities in a FSDT, SDT, or CSDT model. One parameter set was chosen independently for each type of model. Signal and/or criterion standard deviations (as appropriate) were varied irregularly, as were distances between signal and criterion means.
Pseudo data matrices were generated by trial-by-trial simulation of a rating experiment with six stimuli and 10 responses (i.e. 9 criteria). On each trial, a sample was drawn randomly from a signal density along with one sample from each of the 9 criterion densities. Using the decision rule, a response was selected. From each parameter set, we produced three pseudo data matrices, with 200, 500, and 1000 trials per stimulus (Tr/S h ), respectively. Altogether, we undertook 27 fits (3 models × 3 matrices × 3 starting points).
We assessed the consistency among the three fits to a given matrix. The absolute difference | logL max -logL min | was found between the highest and the lowest of the three logL values. We divided this difference by the degrees of freedom in the pseudo data matrix. The result for fits of the FSDT, SDT, and CSDT models was always less than 0.05, indicating good consistency between the three fits to each pseudo data matrix. All optimisations on a given matrix apparently gave good approximations to the true maximum likelihood solution.
To compare the generating parameters against those recovered by an optimisation, any difference in scaling units had to be eliminated. We obtained a least-squares solution for b in the equation R = bG, where R and G are the recovered and generating parameters, respectively. Then the recovered parameters R and their confidence limits were plotted against the rescaled generating parameters G T =bG. For a successful recovery, the points should fall on or near the major diagonal, and 95 per cent of the confidence limits should intersect that line.
Recovery results. Figure 1 shows the best set of recovered parameters plotted against the rescaled generating values for the FSDT-generated pseudo data matrices.
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The upper, middle, and lower panels are plots for the matrices with 200 Tr/S h (FSDT200), 500 Tr/S h (FSDT500), and 1000 Tr/S h (FSDT1000), respectively. Ninetyfive per cent confidence limits appear around each recovered parameter value.
__________________
Figure 1 about here
The left side of each panel displays four items: the rescaling equation for the generating parameters; logL G , the log likelihood produced by evaluating the match of the pseudo data to the generating parameters; logL R , the log likelihood for the recovered parameters; and the number of samples N e on which the confidence limits are based. The legend in Figure 1A applies to each panel.
The BMCMC algorithm always found a solution whose logL R exceeded the original logL G . However surprising this may be at first, it should be expected. The pseudo data proportions generated by simulation differ randomly from the underlying probabilities yielded by the generating parameters. Consequently, parameters will typically occur that fit better than the generating parameters, and a successful optimisation should find them. Nonetheless, 95 per cent of the rescaled generating parameters should fall within the confidence limits for the recovered parameters.
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The points in each panel of Figure 1 follow the major diagonal well.
Naturally, confidence intervals shrink as Tr/S h increases. All confidence limits in the figure intersect the major diagonal. In short, the fits and error bars are perfectly satisfactory. The results in Table 1 
Cross-Model Fits
The widespread use of signal detection theory motivates an obvious question.
For practical-size experiments, could SDT still fit data generated by the more complex FSDT model? To obtain an initial answer, we fitted the SDT model (Equation 3) to the pseudo data generated by the FSDT model (Equation 1) and compared the results to those from the previous FSDT intra-model fits. We extended this cross-model procedure by fitting the CSDT model to the FSDT-generated pseudo data and fitting the SDT model to the CSDT-generated pseudo data. Again, three different starting points were used for each fit. This gave nine SDT-to-FSDT fits (3 matrices × 3 starting points), nine CSDT-to-FSDT fits, and nine SDT-to-CSDT fits.
As before, the fits from the three different starting points proved consistent. For each cross-model fit, however, logL R was always somewhat lower than for the corresponding intra-model fit. The findings in Table 2 suggest that Kullback-Leibler divergence is a sensitive indicator of goodness of fit of model probabilities to observed proportions.
Goodness of fit.
Confidence limits for the regression coefficients and RMSD can also be useful.
Splitting the differences between Tables 1 and 2 
